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Abstract—Accurate motion capture of aerial robots in 3-D is a key enabler for autonomous operation in indoor environments such as warehouses or factories, as well as driving forward research in these areas. The most commonly used solutions at present are optical motion capture (e.g. VICON) and Ultrawideband (UWB), but these are costly and cumbersome to deploy, due to their requirement of multiple cameras/sensors spaced around the tracking area. They also require the drone to be modified to carry an active or passive marker. In this work, we present an inexpensive system that can be rapidly installed, based on single-chip millimeter wave (mmWave) radar. Importantly, the drone does not need to be modified or equipped with any markers, as we exploit the Doppler signals from the rotating propellers. Furthermore, 3-D tracking is possible from a single point, greatly simplifying deployment. We develop a novel deep neural network and demonstrate decimeter level 3-D tracking at 10Hz, achieving better performance than classical baselines. Our hope is that this low-cost system will act to catalyse inexpensive drone research and increased autonomy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motion capture of dynamic aerial robots (e.g. a small UAV or quadcopter drone) is a key enabling capability for navigation, path planning and autonomy. Motion capture in this context means the estimation of precise 3-D position in real-time. In outdoor areas with a clear sky view, the use of RTK GPS, often combined with secondary sensors such as IMU, can provide excellent absolute positioning accuracy.

Indoors or in GPS denied areas such as tunnels, alternative tracking approaches are typically employed. Broadly, these can be divided into optical or RF based techniques. VICON [1] is one of the most widely used optical motion capture platforms. These systems provide high precision 3-D tracking of a reflective marker placed on a drone, provided that there is a good view from two or more spatially distributed cameras. These systems however are expensive ($10k upwards), time-consuming to set up and calibrate, and require modifying the drone to be able to track it. To prevent dead-zones, a large number of cameras (e.g. 10) need to be placed around the tracking volume and typically are mounted at height (e.g. 2-3 m) to provide a wide field of view. A large amount of research has considered the use of UWB ranging as a multi-lateration approach [2], [3]. These systems provide reasonable accuracy (10cm), but require the drone to carry a UWB transceiver to achieve pair-wise distance estimation. They also need a network of UWB transceivers distributed around the convex hull of the area to be tracked, leading to a time-consuming setup and calibration phase.

Fig. 1: Compared with the optical tracking method, our proposed system does not require any marker modification on the drone and only needs a low-cost mmWave radar.

In this paper we present a new approach for drone motion capture that is able to operate from a single point (i.e. it does not require multiple anchors to be carefully arranged around the tracking volume). As a result, it is easy to setup and deploy in new environments. mDrone is able to track an unmodified drone in 3-D with precision comparable to UWB (< 10cm). Based on a single chip mmWave integrated radar transceiver, mDrone is low-cost (<$300) and low-power, and has the capability of operating in the dark and other visually challenging conditions.

Our primary innovation is the use of single chip mmWave radar which brings its own set of unique challenges. Although radar has a long history of being used to track aeroplanes at extremely long ranges (hundreds of kms), the majority of solutions are military/aviation grade, large, costly and power-hungry. Recent advances in microchip fabrication have led to the availability of multi-channel, wideband radar transceivers that have been successfuly used in diverse applications such as SLAM [4]–[7], industrial automation [8], and human-computer interactions [9]–[13]. However, a number of challenges arise from the problem of drone tracking. Firstly, the drone is unmodified, i.e. it does not carry any bright target e.g. a retroreflector. This makes it challenging to detect, but we demonstrate how to exploit measurements of the propeller’s doppler velocity to refine detection. Secondly, the drone is physically large (e.g. 60 cm across), so accurately tracking its centre is dificult as the drone appears as a non-uniform blob in the radar returns. Thirdly, existing techniques are computationally expensive or inaccurate, precluding the ability for real-time motion capture. To address this, we introduce mDrone, a new deep learning pipeline and demonstrate its performance and ro-
TABLE I: Comparison of Tracking Technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Cost ($)</th>
<th>Error (cm)</th>
<th>Markers</th>
<th>Anchors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>≥10000</td>
<td>≥4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>≥2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>≥4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmWave Radar</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different types of radars are also widely used for drone detection and localization [29]–[31], amongst which, FMCW radars have attracted a great deal of research interest [32]. In our work, we used a commercial-off-the-shelf mmWave FMCW radar, and focus on exploring the combination of signal processing and deep learning techniques to greatly improve short-range drone localization accuracy.

III. CONVENTIONAL DRONE TRACKING PIPELINE

A. FMCW Radar Background

Fig. 2: Texas Instruments IWR6843 mmWave Radar MIMO Virtual Antenna Array

We first introduce the principles and limitations behind conventional tracking pipelines. We consider a Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW) Radar, which detects objects with electromagnetic wave chirps whose carrier frequency increases linearly with time. To demodulate, the reflected signal is mixed with the transmitting signal and produces an intermediate frequency (IF) signal, which is the difference between the transmitting and receiving signal. As the transmitting frequency is linearly increasing, the frequency shift of the IF signal is thus proportional to the distance of the object. The amplitude of the signal varies as a function of strength of the reflectivity. The distance to an object can be calculated by extracting peak frequency components of the IF signal. This is typically accomplished using a signal processing technique such as a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). As the radar emits chirps continuously, the phase shift between chirps at a particular frequency component of the IF signal can be used to estimate the speed of the object, caused by a Doppler shift.

In this work, we consider the use of a Texas Instruments (TI) IWR6843 single chip radar, but the concepts presented here are generalizable to other platforms. The TI IWR6843 radar features a 3Tx/4Rx MIMO antenna array, which forms 12 virtual antennas (VA) based on the combination of Tx-Rx pairs. The layout of the VA array is shown in Fig. 2. The phase differences between the antennas of the linear receiver arrays (horizontal and vertical) can be used to estimate the azimuth and elevation angle of arrival of different objects in the scene. For each frame, the radar is
able to generate a data cube of complex numbers, with the axes respective to chirp index, samples, and virtual antennas.

B. Sensitivity to Moving Objects

FMCW radars are particularly good at detecting moving objects, because a small movement of the target leads to a large phase shift of the receiving signals. A UAV’s rotating propellers can easily be detected and separated from the background static clutter. This is performed by a clutter removal algorithm that removes stationary objects from the FFT, as stationary objects have no phase shift. This property of the FMCW radar makes it uniquely suitable for tracking UAVs as we will demonstrate.

C. Tracking the Drone with a Radar Point Cloud

The mmWave radar is able to generate a 3D point cloud of the scene based on the principles detailed above, which can be used to localize the drone. As input, the radar data cube is first processed along the chirp-sample dimension for 2-D object detection, by forming a range-Doppler heatmap. The 2D-CFAR algorithm is used to extract dominant points. The phase differences between the virtual antennas corresponding to a detected point are then used to estimate the 3-D bearing angle of each point. These are then combined to produce a sparse 3D point cloud. The full pipeline is shown in Fig. 3.

Using the 3D point cloud, a clustering algorithm such as DBScan is used to segment the point cloud into clusters. As the background clutter has been removed, the largest cluster corresponds to the drone, under the assumption that the scene is relatively stationary. By taking the centroid of the largest cluster, we can estimate the position of the drone.

D. Tracking the Drone with Distance and Angle Estimation

An alternative approach to estimate the location of the UAV can be performed by omitting the chirp axis of the radar cube, and only considering the Sample-VA plane. Conventional signal processing algorithms, such as the Fast Fourier Transform, or the super-resolution based MUSIC (MULTiple SIgnal Classification) algorithm [33], can be used to estimate the distance as well as both the azimuth and elevation angle of arrival (AOA) of the object. Given the distance and angle from multiple virtual antennas we are able to obtain the location of the drone. By repeating this process over the chirp axis of the radar cube, we can estimate the trajectory of the drone.

As a refinement, we can perform 3D FFT or MUSIC directly on the cubic data formed by the Sample axis and the VA matrix shown in bottom pipeline of Fig. 4 for a globally optimal estimation. The complexities of these algorithms are however exponential in the number of dimensions. 2D FFT/MUSIC based pipelines run significantly faster than 3D FFT/MUSIC based pipelines, but are more sensitive to noise and hence lack robustness and accuracy.

E. Problems with Conventional Drone Tracking Pipeline

Although tracking a drone based on conventional signal processing algorithms is straightforward and easy to implement, these methods suffer from a number of problems which lead to low accuracy in practice. First of all, the drone is not a single point, but a complex object with multiple rotating points. Depending on the orientation of the drone relative to the antenna array, the signals from one or more propellers can be blocked or occluded by the drone body itself. This typically leads to a systematic localization error. In addition, there are many empirical parameters in conventional algorithms and it can be difficult to fine-tune and assign optimal values to those parameters. The localization results produced by conventional algorithms are not stable, and contain many outliers. This is because in some frames the noise or multipath scattering overwhelms the primary signal and is wrongly identified as the target.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

Our method for drone localization contains two parts. Firstly, the radar cube data is preprocessed in range-elevation and range-azimuth heatmaps. Secondly, a deep neural network, consumes the heatmaps as input data and produces a 3D localization estimate. Fig. 5 shows the pipeline of the proposed method and the two parts are discussed below.

A. Data Preprocessing

The data processing part is similar to a conventional 2D FFT pipeline, except for that it produces 6 heatmaps in total (2 azimuth heatmaps and 4 elevation heatmaps), rather than just one azimuth heatmap and one elevation heatmap for
target localization as in the conventional 2D FFT pipeline. In addition, heatmaps of multiple chirps with the data cube are extracted and sent into the neural network.

B. Network Structure

The neural network we propose contains two parts. The first part is a feature extractor, which takes range-azimuth heatmaps and range-elevation heatmaps as input. Two 3-layer 2D CNNs are used to extract an azimuth feature vector and an elevation feature vector. The two feature vectors are concatenated together and fed into a fully-connected layer to form an overall chirp feature vector which combines both azimuth and elevation information. A self-attention mechanism [34] is applied to the chirp feature, to assist in rejecting background noise by focusing on relevant features. The feature vectors of each chirp are sent into a LSTM network to provide an element of temporal smoothing. Three fully connected layers are then used to estimate the final output from the hidden layer of LSTM at the last timestamp.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Data Collection

1) Experiment Setup: We collected 100 1-minute sequences of a drone randomly flying in a room equipped with a Vicon system to provide accurate ground truth, as shown in Fig. 6. For each sequence, the data collection begins after the drone is launched into the air so the 100 sequences purely contain the data of the drone flying. We use a TI IWR6843 together with DCA1000EVM for raw data streaming. A desktop computer with Windows operating system is used for configuring the device and recording raw radar data, with mmWave Studio software. A laptop with Ubuntu operating system and ROS is used for Vicon data recording, and the Vicon data is later parsed to extract ground truth.

2) Coordinate System Definition: The mmWave Radar is a right hand system, with y axis pointing forward, x axis pointing right, and z axis pointing upward.

3) Time Synchronization: Since the raw data streaming and Vicon data recording happen on two platforms respectively, we need to synchronize the timestamps of each frame in the mmWave data to the corresponding Vicon ground truth. The time of the two platforms are synchronized using NTP server. mmWave Studio is not able to provide timestamp logging for each frame, so we record the time when the radar starts and extrapolate the timestamp of each frame based on frame period.

B. Implementation

We have 5 baselines in total, as introduced in Section III, including Point Cloud based method, 2D FFT based method, 3D FFT based method, 2D MUSIC based method, and 3D MUSIC based method. All the conventional signal processing baselines are implemented in MATLAB. The size of the range FFT is 256, and the size of the Angle FFT is 180; in MUSIC, the range swept is 1m to 4m, with an interval of 0.1m, and the azimuth angle swept is 30° to 150°, with
VI. Evaluation

A. Localization Evaluation

As our proposed methods involves deep learning techniques, we randomly picked 10 sequences as testing sequences, 10 sequences as validation sequences and the remaining 80 sequences as training sequences. All competing conventional methods are tested on the testing sequences. The deep neural network in our proposed pipeline is trained on the training sequences for 20 epochs and the parameters which produce the best validation result are saved and tested on the testing sequences. TABLE II summarizes the result of the localization evaluation.

From the result we can see that our proposed method significantly outperforms the competing signal processing methods. The average error of our proposed method is ≈3 times smaller the best competing baseline, which is 3D MUSIC. Besides lower average error, our proposed method is also much more robust than competing methods, for it has a Standard Deviation less than half of the Point Cloud based method, which is the most stable baseline. This proves that our proposed method can produce excellent results for UAV localization.

B. Running Time Comparison

We compare the average running time of the conventional baselines as well as our proposed method. The MUSIC pipelines are implemented with both single thread and 16 thread parallel for speeding up. The experiment is performed with an AMD Ryzen 3800X CPU with 64GB main memory and a NVIDIA RTX2080Ti graphics card. The results are shown in TABLE III. mDrone is the second fastest among all the competing methods. The MUSIC algorithm based
### TABLE III: Running Time Comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Time per Frame (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point Cloud</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D FFT</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D FFT</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D MUSIC</td>
<td>16477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D MUSIC (parallel)</td>
<td>15426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D MUSIC</td>
<td>283430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D MUSIC (parallel)</td>
<td>220755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mDrone (Ours)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

methods are shown to be extremely resource consuming as it takes more than 15 seconds for 2D music to process a radar data cube, and 220 seconds for 3D music, even in parallel mode. The Point cloud method and 3D FFT method take around 100 ms for a radar data cube, and are more than 2 times slower than mDrone. The only method that is faster than ours, which is the 2D FFT method, produces much worse positioning results. mDrone takes around 43ms for a single frame on average. Note that the frame (radar data cube) period is 100ms in this work, which means that with proper implementation, mDrone is capable of running in real time at 10Hz.

### C. Impact of Distance on Tracking Error

![Fig. 9: Mean Error v.s. Distance. Mean errors of conventional baselines increases with distance, while mean error of mDrone is relatively constant.](image)

We calculated the mean error at different distances for each method, with the step of 0.1m. Results are shown in Fig. 9. The errors of conventional baseline methods, especially 2D FFT and 2D MUSIC, increases significantly with distance, as angular errors result in a larger overall position estimation error when the range is further. However, mDrone is able to achieve a relatively stable performance at different target distances, as the neural network takes the whole 2D range-angle heatmaps as inputs, rather than peak points, which could produce more reliable predictions.

### D. Ablation Study: Impact of Network Structure

To show the functionality of different parts in our proposed neural network, we do the following three experiments:

- To prove 2D CNN is a good choice for feature extraction, we replace the 2D CNN feature extractor with a 3D CNN feature extractor. (3D CNN + LSTM in Fig. 10)
- To show the effect of LSTM, we remove the LSTM and only use the features extracted by the feature extractor from the first chirp to estimate the localization result. (2D CNN in Fig. 10)
- To prove the effect of self-attention, we remove the self-attention module in each model. (Blue bars in Fig. 10)

Each of the above-mentioned models is trained with 80 training sequences for 20 epochs. The accuracy comparison is shown in Fig. 10. As we can see from the result, the neural network produces better results when using a LSTM layer after the feature extractor than directly using FC layers to produce the final output by around 20%. Using either 3D CNN or 2D CNN as feature extractor would produces similar results, while a 2D CNN is slightly better than 3D CNN by around 2.5%. For all three structures, adding self-attention on the extracted feature increases the model performance by around 1.5% to 8%. The results as a whole though demonstrate the utility of data-driven techniques to track the moving drone, being relatively insensitive to the precise network structure.

### VII. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

As mDrone is able to process one frame in less than 100ms, it could be used in real time in a 10Hz system with proper implementation. The localization performance of mDrone is relatively stable at different target distances, which implies that the tracking distance could be potentially extended further. We will be focusing on improving tracking range and the ability to generalize to completely different drone models (e.g., helicopter, hexacopter, mini-drones, etc.), as well as simultaneously tracking multiple drones in our future work.

### VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose mDrone, a method of non-cooperative drone localization with a grounded millimeter wave radar, as an alternative for optical tracking and UWB. mmWave radar is very suitable for localizing drones for it is very sensitive to moving objects so the drone can be easily detected by it’s propellers even when hovering. mDrone consists of a two-step tracking pipeline and is compared to several conventional signal processing baselines. Results show that our method could achieve a localization error of 8.92cm, which is more than 3 times better compared to the best baseline method. mDrone is also more stable than conventional signal processing methods, and is efficient enough to be used in real time.
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